A

**99 WAYS TO ATTRACT THE RIGHT MAN** (ABC, 5/7/85)

**770 ON TV** (KABC, Los Angeles, 1/31/65)

**28 TONIGHT: “NUMBER OUR DAYS”** (KABC, Los Angeles, 1977)

**28 TONIGHT: TOM BRADLEY INTERVIEW** (KABC, Los Angeles, 7/30/80)

**& BEAUTIFUL** (Syndicated, 6/69).

**ABC STAGE ’67: “THE HUMAN VOICE”** (ABC, 5/4/67)

**ABC STAGE ’67: “NOON WINE”** (ABC, 11/23/66)

**ABC STAGE ’67: “ROGERS AND HART TODAY”** (ABC, 11/23/66)

**ABC THEATRE: “IF YOU GIVE A DANCE YOU GOTTA PAY THE BAND”** (ABC, 12/19/72)

**ABC THEATRE: “PUEBLO”** (ABC, 3/29/73)

**ABC WEEKEND NEWS WITH KEITH McBEE** (ABC, 6/4/67)

**ABC WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS: EXCERPTS. COMPILATION FOR PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS** (ABC, 1968)

**ADMIRAL PRESENTS THE FIVE STAR REVUE – WELCOME ABOARD: EXCERPTS FEATURING DEAN MARTIN & JERRY LEWIS** (NBC, 10/10/48 & 10/17/48)

**THE ADVOCATES: “SHOULD CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR STATUS BE EXTENDED TO THOSE IN OR EVADING MILITARY SERVICE?”** (KCET, Los Angeles, 11/24/70)

**THE ADVOCATES: “SHOULD TELEVISION BE ALLOWED TO BROADCAST CRIMINAL TRIALS WITH THE CONSENT OF THE DEFENDANT?”** (KCET, Los Angeles, 1970)

**ALL IN THE FAMILY: PILOT** (CBS, 1969)

**ALUMNI FUN: PRESENTATION PILOT** (ABC, 1962)

**ALUMNI FUN** (CBS, 3/28/65)

**AMERICA’S SWEETHEART: THE MARY PICKFORD STORY** (SYNDICATED, 1977)

**AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE THEATER: “FRANK CAPRA”** (KCET, Los Angeles, 6/4/71)

**AMERICAN PLAYHOUSE: “CHARLOTTE FORTEN’S MISSION: EXPERIMENT IN FREEDOM”** (PBS, 2/25/85)

**AMPEX COMPANY COMPILATION TAPE: INTERNATIONAL TRADE EXPOSITION, MOSCOW, JULY 1959** (1959, not broadcast)
ANATOMY OF AN ABORTION (K CET, LOS ANGELES, 1975)
ANDERSONVILLE TRIAL INTERVIEW (K CET, LOS ANGELES, 1970)
ANOTHER EVENING WITH FRED ASTAIRE (NBC, 11/4/59)
ANOTHER WORLD: SHOW #2403 (NBC, 1/17/74)
AS CAESAR SEES IT (ABC, 5/14/63)
ASTAIRE TIME (NBC, 9/28/60)

B
BARBRA STREISAND: A HAPPENING IN CENTRAL PARK (CBS, 9/15/68)
BARRY GOLDWATER FOR PRESIDENT (1964)
BEATLES PRESS CONFERENCE, LOS ANGELES (1966)
THE BELLE OF AMHERST (PBS, 12/29/76)
THE BEST ON RECORD: THE GRAMMY AWARDS SHOW (NBC, 12/8/63)
THE BEST ON RECORD: THE GRAMMY AWARDS SHOW (NBC, 5/18/65)
THE BEST ON RECORD: THE GRAMMY AWARDS SHOW (NBC, 5/16/66)
THE BEST ON RECORD: THE GRAMMY AWARDS SHOW (NBC, 5/24/67)
THE BEST ON RECORD: THE GRAMMY AWARDS SHOW (NBC, 5/8/68)
THE BEST ON RECORD: THE GRAMMY AWARDS SHOW (NBC, 5/7/70)
THE BIG NEWS/KNXT NEWS (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 8/13/65)
THE BIG NEWS/KNXT NEWS (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 9/28/66)
THE BIG NEWS/KNXT NEWS (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/20/67)
THE BIG NEWS/KNXT NEWS (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 12/15/70)
THE BIG NEWS/KNXT NEWS (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 12/15/71)
THE BIG NEWS/KNXT NEWS: “CALIFORNIA ABORTION HOSPITAL” (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 9/15/70)
BING! (CBS, 3/20/77)
THE BING CROSBY SHOW (ABC, 10/5/60)
THE BISHOP SHEEN PROGRAM: “DIVINE SENSE OF HUMOR” (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE BISHOP SHEEN PROGRAM: “TEENAGERS” (SYNDICATED, 1959)
BLACK ON BLACK (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 7/18/68)
BOBQBUQIVARI: WITH TIM BUCKLEY (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1970)
BUILDING FOR TOMORROW (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1977)
BUKOWSKI (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 11/25/73)
BUKOWSKI READS BUKOWSKI (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1974)
CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: “MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. ASSASSINATION AFTERMATH COVERAGE” (CBS, 4/4/68)

CBS PLAYHOUSE: “DO NOT GO GENTLE INTO THAT GOOD NIGHT” (CBS, 10/17/67)

CBS PLAYHOUSE: “THE FINAL WAR OF OLLY WINTER” (CBS, 1/29/67)

CBS PLAYHOUSE: “MY FATHER AND MY MOTHER” (CBS, 2/13/68)

THE CAMPAIGN AND THE CANDIDATES: “INTERVIEW WITH JOHN F. KENNEDY AND JACQUELINE KENNEDY” (NBC, 10/1/60)

CANCION DE LA RAZA: SHOW #1 (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 10/14/68)

CELEBRITY ROOM: PILOT (NBC, 1964)

CELEBRITY TALENT SCOUTS (CBS, 9/12/60)

CHAMPIONSHIP JAZZ: PILOT (1962)

THE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 4/26/59)

CINEMA SHOWCASE: “HARLAN COUNTY, USA” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1978)

CITYWATCHERS: “BEVERLY WILSHIRE HOTEL” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1976)

CITYWATCHERS: “THE BRADBURY BUILDING” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 4/24/72)

CITYWATCHERS: “DODGER STADIUM” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 7/26/71)

CITYWATCHERS: “DOWNTOWN PLAN” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 11/6/73)

CITYWATCHERS: “ECHO PARK,” PARTS 1 & 2 (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1973)

CITYWATCHERS: “FAIRFAX SENIOR CITIZENS CENTER” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1972)

CITYWATCHERS: “SAN PEDRO” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1971)

CITYWATCHERS: “VENICE,” PARTS 1 & 2 (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1973)

CITYWATCHERS: “WESTWOOD” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 12/19/72)

CLARENCE DARROW (PBS, 3/17/75)

THE COLLEGE BOWL (CBS, 3/9/59)

THE COLLEGE BOWL (CBS, 10/9/60)

THE COLLEGE BOWL (CBS, 12/3/61)

THE COLLEGE BOWL (CBS, 10/28/62)

THE COLLEGE BOWL (NBC, 12/15/63)

THE COLLEGE BOWL (NBC, 4/5/64)

THE COLLEGE BOWL (NBC, 5/29/66)

THE COLLEGE BOWL (NBC, 1/7/68)

COMMERCIALS. HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN. WITH EDITH HEAD (1979)

THE CURSE OF LOS FELIZ (KCET, 1971)
DANNY THOMAS PRESENTS THE COMICS (NBC, 11/8/65)

THE DANNY THOMAS SHOW: SPECIAL #2 (NBC, 12/10/64)

THE DANNY THOMAS SHOW: SPECIAL #5 (NBC, 4/23/65)

THE DANNY THOMAS SHOW: THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF BURLESQUE (NBC, 3/14/65)

THE DANNY THOMAS SHOW: THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF BURLESQUE II (NBC, 12/8/65)

THE DATING GAME: SHOW #66-68 (ABC, 4/1/68)

THE DAVID SUSSKIND SHOW: WITH MARY TYLER MOORE AND KATHERINE DE JERSEY (SYNDICATED, 1966)

THE DEADWYLER INQUEST (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 6/1/66)

DEDICATION DAY: NBC WASHINGTON STUDIOS DEDICATION CEREMONY (NBC, 5/22/58)

DIAL M FOR MURDER (ABC, 11/15/67)

THE DINAH SHORE SHOW (NBC, 11/3/61)

THE DINAH SHORE SHOW (NBC, 12/29/61)

THE DINAH SHORE SHOW (NBC, 1/26/62)

THE DINAH SHORE SHOW (NBC, 12/9/62)

THE DINAH SHORE SHOW (NBC, 12/30/62)

THE DINAH SHORE SHOW (NBC, 1/20/63)

THE DINAH SHORE SHOW (NBC, 4/14/63)

THE DINAH SHORE SHOW (NBC, 10/17/64)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 4/5/59)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 5/31/59)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 10/4/59)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 1/10/60)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 2/28/60)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 4/24/60)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 5/22/60)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 10/9/60)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 12/11/60)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 1/22/61)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 3/26/61)

THE DINAH SHORE CHEVY SHOW (NBC, 4/16/61)

THE DOCTORS: SHOW #2853 (NBC, 1/17/74)

DR. FRANK BAXTER READS “A CHRISTMAS CAROL” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 12/21/65)

DOMINGO: “FIREMAN SHOW” (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 3/4/73)

DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL: A CONVERSATION WITH FRED
FRIENDLY (PBS, 4/3/67)

E

EMMY AWARDS: 12TH ANNUAL CHICAGO EMMY AWARDS (WBBM, CHICAGO, 5/25/70)
EMMY AWARDS: 1ST ANNUAL DAYTIME EMMY AWARDS (NBC, 5/28/74)
EMMY AWARDS: 14TH ANNUAL DAYTIME EMMY AWARDS (ABC, 6/30/87)
EMMY AWARDS: 22ND ANNUAL LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 4/18/70)
EMMY AWARDS: 23RD ANNUAL LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 3/21/71)
EMMY AWARDS: 24TH ANNUAL LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 3/19/72)
EMMY AWARDS: 28TH ANNUAL LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 5/17/76)
EMMY AWARDS: 30TH ANNUAL LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (6/25/78 – not broadcast)
EMMY AWARDS: 14TH ANNUAL PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS (NBC, 5/22/62)
EMMY AWARDS: 16TH ANNUAL PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS (NBC, 5/25/64)
EMMY AWARDS: 17TH ANNUAL PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS (NBC, 9/12/65)
EMMY AWARDS: 18TH ANNUAL PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS (CBS, 5/22/66)
EMMY AWARDS: 19TH ANNUAL PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS (ABC, 6/4/67)
EMMY AWARDS: 21ST ANNUAL PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS (CBS, 6/8/69)
EMMY AWARDS: 26TH ANNUAL PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS (NBC, 5/28/74)
EMMY AWARDS: 28TH ANNUAL PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS (ABC, 5/17/76)
EMMY AWARDS: 45TH ANNUAL PRIME TIME EMMY AWARDS (ABC, 9/19/93)
ESTHER WILLIAMS AT CYPRESS GARDENS (NBC, 8/8/60)
EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT JACK BENNY - BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK (NBC, 3/10/71)
AN EVENING WITH FRED ASTAIRE (NBC, 10/17/58)

F

FACE OF GENIUS (WBZ, BOSTON, 1966)
FASHION HOOTENANNY (WTOP, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1963)
FESTIVAL: “DAVID, CHAPTER 3” (CBC, 1967)
THE 5TH DIMENSION SPECIAL: AN ODYSSEY IN THE COSMIC UNIVERSE OF PETER MAX (CBS, 5/21/70)
THE 51ST STATE: “ACTORS’ FUND HOME” (WNET, NEW YORK, 1973)
FLIP WILSON SHOW (NBC, 9/20/73)
FOCUS FILM FESTIVAL: PORTRAIT OF A PRISON (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 11/18/84)
THE FOLK WORLD OF JIMMIE RODGERS (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 11/30/63)
FONDA: AN AMERICAN LEGACY (ABC, 4/19/75)
THE FORD SHOW: “THE MIKADO” (NBC, 4/16/59)
FORD STARTIME: TV’S FINEST HOUR: “THE NANETTE FABRAY SHOW” (NBC, 5/31/60)
THE FRANK SINATRA TIMEX SHOW (ABC, 12/13/59)
FRITZ LANG, DIRECTOR (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1971)

G

GARROWAY (WNAC, BOSTON, 2/25/70)
GENE KELLY IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK (CBS, 2/14/66)
THE GENE KELLY SHOW (CBS, 4/24/59)
THE GENE KELLY SHOW (NBC, 11/21/59)
THE GEORGE BURNS SHOW (NBC, 6/7/60)
GEORGE LUCAS: MAKER OF FILMS (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 4/13/71)
THE GEORGE SHEARING SHOW (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 1964)
GET HIGH ON YOURSELF (NBC, 9/20/1981)
A GLIMPSE OF GREATNESS: THE STORY OF KEN HUBBS (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 8/17/64)
GOLDEN SHOWCASE: “THE DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER” (NBC, 2/14/60)
THE GREAT AMERICAN CELEBRATION (7/4/76)
THE GREAT AMERICAN DREAM MACHINE: SHOW #1 (PBS, 1/6/71)

H

HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS” (NBC, 2/5/64)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE ADMIRABLE CRICHTON” (NBC, 5/22/68)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “ANASTASIA” (NBC, 3/17/67)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “ARSENIC AND OLD LACE” (NBC, 2/5/62)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “BAREFOOT IN ATHENS” (NBC, 11/11/66)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE BORROWERS” (NBC, 12/14/73)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “CAPTAIN BRASSBOUND’S CONVERSION” (NBC, 5/2/60)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “CASEY STENGEL” (NBC, 5/6/81)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “A CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL” (NBC, 12/13/59)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE CRY OF ANGELS” (NBC, 12/15/63)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “CYRANO DE BERGERAC” (NBC, 12/6/62)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “DEAR LIAR” (NBC, 4/15/81)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “A DOLL’S HOUSE” (NBC, 11/15/59)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “EAGLE IN A CAGE” (NBC, 10/20/65)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “ELIZABETH THE QUEEN” (NBC, 1/31/68)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “FAME” (NBC, 11/30/78)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE FANTASTICKS” (NBC, 10/18/64)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE FILE ON DEVLIN” (NBC, 11/21/69)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “GIVE US BARABBAS” (NBC, 4/15/62)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “HAMLET” (NBC, 11/17/70)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE HANDS OF CORMAC JOYCE” (NBC, 11/17/72)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE HOLY TERROR” (NBC, 4/7/65)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE INVINCIBLE MR. DISRAELI” (NBC, 4/4/63)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE JOKE AND THE VALLEY” (NBC, 5/5/61)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “LAMP AT MIDNIGHT” (NBC, 4/27/66)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER” (NBC, 11/29/72)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “MR. LINCOLN” (NBC, 2/9/81)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE PATRIOTS” (NBC, 11/15/63)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “THE PRICE” (NBC, 2/3/72)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “A PUNT, A PASS, AND A PRAYER” (NBC, 11/20/68)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “SOLDIER IN LOVE” (NBC, 4/26/67)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “ST. JOAN” (NBC, 12/4/67)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “A STORM IN SUMMER” (NBC, 2/6/70)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “TEMPEST” (NBC, 2/3/60)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “TIME REMEMBERED” (NBC, 2/7/61)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “VICTORIA REGINA” (NBC, 11/30/61)
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: “WINTerset” (NBC, 10/26/59)
HAPPY EVER AFTER (KIRO, SEATTLE, 1976)
HAPPY EVER AFTER (KGW, SEATTLE, 1977)
HERBERT MARCUSE: PHILOSOPHER OF THE NEW LEFT (KCE, LOS ANGELES, 5/31/68)
HOLLYWOOD A GO-GO: SHOW #30 (KHJ, LOS ANGELES, 7/17/65)
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES: SHOW #543 (NBC, 11/9/68)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “ACTOR” (PBS, 2/21/78)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “THE ANDERSONVILLE TRIAL” (PBS, 5/17/70)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “THE ASHES OF MRS. REASONER” (PBS, 1/22/76)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “AWAKE AND SING” (PBS, 3/6/72)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “BEGINNING TO END” (PBS, 7/10/74)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “BIG FISH, LITTLE FISH” (PBS, 1/5/71)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “CAROLA” (PBS, 2/5/73)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “CHEKHOV LIVE FROM HOLLYWOOD” (PBS, 1/6/72)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “DAY OF ABSENCE” (PBS, 12/30/71)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “DOUBLE SOLITAIRE” (PBS, 1/16/74)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “FOR THE USE OF THE HALL” (PBS, 1/2/75)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “INCIDENT AT VICHY” (PBS, 12/8/73)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “THE LAST OF MRS. LINCOLN” (PBS, 9/16/76)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “NOURISH THE BEAST” (PBS, 9/11/75)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “PHILEMON” (PBS, 10/7/76)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “THE PLOT TO OVERTHROW CHRISTMAS” (PBS, 12/23/71)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “SCARECROW” (PBS, 1/10/72)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “SHADOW OF A GUNMAN” (PBS, 12/4/72)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “THE STY OF THE BLIND PIG” (PBS, 5/31/74)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “STEAMBATH” (PBS, 4/30/73)
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: “WINESBURG, OHIO” (PBS, 3/5/73)
HOLLYWOOD’S SILENT ERA: “THE MOVIES 1900-1927” (KTLA, 1974)
HOW DO YOU GET TO BE: “AN ACTOR” (SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION, LOS ANGELES, 1964)
HOW DO YOU GET TO BE: “A SINGER” (SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION, LOS ANGELES, 1964)
HOW TO BECOME A MOVIE STAR (SYNDICATED, 1975)

I
I BELIEVE IN MIRACLES: SHOW #451 (SYNDICATED, 6/29/75)
I’VE GOT A SECRET (CBS, 4/19/61)
INSIGHT: “THE HATE SYNDROME” (SYNDICATED, 1966)
INSIGHT: “LOCUSTS HAVE NO KING” (SYNDICATED, 1965)
INSIGHT: “MR. JOHNSON’S HAD THE COURSE” (SYNDICATED, 1968)
INSIGHT: “THE POKER GAME” (SYNDICATED, 1969)
INSIGHT: “THE SANDALMAKER” (SYNDICATED, 1968)

J
THE JACK BENNY PROGRAM: WITH HARRY TRUMAN (CBS, 10/18/59)
THE JACK BENNY BIRTHDAY SPECIAL (NBC, 2/17/69)
JACK BENNY’S BAG (NBC, 11/16/68)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #95-S (SYNDICATED, 4/25/60)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #96-S (SYNDICATED, 4/26/60)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #97-S (SYNDICATED, 4/27/60)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #98-S (SYNDICATED, 4/28/60)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #99-S (SYNDICATED, 4/29/60)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #103-S (SYNDICATED, 4/5/60)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #104-S (SYNDICATED, 4/6/60)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #105-S (SYNDICATED, 4/7/60)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #164-S (SYNDICATED, 12/9/59)
THE JACK LaLANNE SHOW: SHOW #172-S (SYNDICATED, 4/8/60)
THE JAMES BEARD SHOW: SHOW #1-1 (SYNDICATED, 1964)
THE JIMMIE RODGERS SHOW: SHOW #4 (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 11/30/63)
JIMMY DURANTE MEETS THE LIVELY ARTS (ABC, 10/30/65)
JIMMY DURANTE MEETS THE LIVELY ARTS: PROMOS, UNEDITED FOOTAGE (ABC, 1965)
JOHN F. KENNEDY ADDRESSES THE GREATER HOUSTON MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION (9/12/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: CAMPAIGN APPEARANCE BY SENATOR JOHN. F. KENNEDY AT UNIVERSITY PLAZA, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON (9/6/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: REAR PLATFORM REMARKS OF SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT REDDING, CALIFORNIA (9/8/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: REMARKS OF SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE MINNEAPOLIS BEAN FEED, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA (10/1/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT CADILLAC SQUARE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN (9/5/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE DETROIT COLISEUM, MICHIGAN STATE FAIR (10/26/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE LITTLE WHITE HOUSE, WARM SPRINGS, GEORGIA (10/10/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM, BUFFALO, NEW YORK (9/28/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE NATIONAL PLOWING CONTEST, SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA (9/22/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE SHERATON PARK HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC (9/20/60)
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL: “PART 1: HEAVEN, HELL OR PURGATORY” (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1017/71)
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL: “PART 2: FROM A TO ZOO” (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/24/71)
JUST PLAYNE JAYNE: PILOT (1965, not broadcast)

K
THE KCET STORY (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1972)
KKK (WDSU, NEW ORLEANS, 1965)
**KNBC NEWSCONFERENCE**: “WITH SEN. ROBERT F. KENNEDY” (KNBC, LOS ANGELES, 4/68)
**KNXT NEWSROOM** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 12/16/73)
**KNXT REPORTS**: “ALIEN AND ILLEGAL” (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 12/10/70)
**KNXT REPORTS**: “SPEED...THE DEADLY DRUG” (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 5/11/69)
**KPIX REPORTS**: “WHOSE MUSEUM?” (KPIX, SAN FRANCISCO, 9/23/69)
**KTLA MORNING NEWS. EXCERPT. ROBERT F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION** (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 6/5/68)
**KTLA NEWS**: COVERAGE OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 6/6/68)
**KTLA NEWS**: UNEDITED FOOTAGE. WATTS RIOTS TELECOPTER FOOTAGE (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 8/15/65)
**KTTV NEWS/GEORGE PUTNAM NEWS** (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 12/15/70)
**KEENE AT NOON!: SHOW #175** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 11/4/66)
**KRAFT MUSIC HALL SALUTES THE OSCARS** (NBC, 3/31/71)

**L**

**LA RAZA: REPRESENTADA** (PBS, 1980)
**LAST FULL MEASURE OF DEVOTION** (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 11/22/64)
**LATINO CONSORTIUM: “ESPEJOS/MIRRORS”** (PBS, 6/1/79)
**LET’S GET AWAY: SHOW #5** (NBC, 1966)
**LET’S MAKE A DEAL: PILOT** (1963)
**THE LIVELY ONES** (NBC, 8/8/63)
**LONELY AUTUMN** (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 1983)
**A LOVE LETTER TO JACK BENNY** (NBC, 2/5/81)
**THE LOVE OF THE COMMON PEOPLE** (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 10/5/69)

**M**

**MARCEL MARCEAU LECTURE AT UCLA** (3/20/68)
**MARIE: PILOT** (ABC, 12/1/79)
**MARLON BRANDO: A LIVING BIOGRAPHY** (1975)
**MARRIED IS BETTER** (CBS, 1/9/74)
**THE MERV GRIFFIN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 10/6/65)
**THE MERV GRIFFIN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 10/19/65)
**THE MERV GRIFFIN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 10/21/65)
**THE MERV GRIFFIN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 11/11/65)
**THE MERV GRIFFIN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 11/25/65)
**THE MERV GRIFFIN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 11/26/65)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW: EXCERPTS (SYNDICATED, 1967)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/28/69)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/31/69)
THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: CLYDE BEATTY (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: ETHEL WATERS (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: MYOSHI UMEKI (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: RUBE GOLDBERG (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: SHELLEY BERMAN (SYNDICATED, 1959)
MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 11/19/58)
MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 1/14/59)
MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 3/18/59)
MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 5/13/59)
MOMENTS TO BE REMEMBERED (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 9/26/81)
MORT SAHL (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 5/20/66)
MORT SAHL (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 6/17/66)
MR. ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD: “ADULT SHOW NO.1” (NET, 1968)
MUSICAL COMEDY TONIGHT (PBS, 10/1/79)

N

NBC NEWS: COVERAGE OF APOLLO 11 LIFTOFF (NBC, 7/16/69)
NBC NEWS: COVERAGE OF CALIFORNIA PRIMARY AND ROBERT F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION (NBC, 6/5/68)
NBC NEWS: COVERAGE OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION (NBC, 6/5/68)
NBC NEWS: COVERAGE OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION (NBC, 6/6/68)
NBC NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: COVERAGE OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY FUNERAL SERVICE (NBC, 6/8/68)
NET FANFARE: “REHEARSAL WITH LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI” (PBS, 1971)
NET PLAYHOUSE: “HOGAN’S GOAT” (PBS, 10/16/71)
NEWSBEAT: “THIRTEENTH DISTRICT COUNCIL RACE” (KCET, 1981)
NANCY WILSON AT THE GROVE (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 5/21/65)
NIGHTLIFE (ABC, 10/20/65)
THE NOW SAM (SYNDICATED, 1970)

O

OF THEE I SING (CBS, 10/24/72)
OFFRAMP: WITH BILL STOUT (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 5/6/68)
**OFFRAMP: WITH KURT VON MEIER** (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 3/6/67)

**ON THE GO: “ASH GROVE COFFEE HOUSE”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 6/25/59)

**ON THE GO: “BANK CAFE”** (CBS, 1959)

**ON THE GO: “BRACEROS”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1959)

**ON THE GO: “BUCKLEY SCHOOL”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 3/30/60)

**ON THE GO: “CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1959)

**ON THE GO: “CONLEY FAMILY”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1959)

**ON THE GO: “FREEDOM FIGHTERS”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 5/19/60)

**ON THE GO: “HEARING FOUNDATION”** (CBS, 1959)

**ON THE GO: “JUNGLELAND”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1959)

**ON THE GO: “JR. MISS UNIVERSE”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 11/20/59)

**ON THE GO: “L.A. COUNTY HOSPITAL”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1959),

**ON THE GO: “NORWALK HOSPITAL”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1960)

**ON THE GO: “ORDEAL IN THE DESERT”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 3/10/60)

**ON THE GO: “RADIATION FAMILY”** (KNXT, LOS, 1960)

**ON THE GO: “SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE SURVIVORS”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 5/23/60)

**ON THE GO: “SAN QUENTIN PRISON”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 5/10/60)

**ON THE GO: “SKID ROW”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1959)

**ON THE GO: “SYNANON”** (CBS, 1959)

**ON THE GO: “THE THREE STOOGES”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 4/5/60)

**ON THE GO: “VENICE WEST #2”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/30/59)

**ON THE GO: “VITAS PAULEKAS”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 6/16/60)

**ON THE GO: “WATT'S TOWERS”** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1959)

**ONE NIGHT STAND: “NIGHT LIFE IN NEW YORK”** (SYNDICATED, 1959)

**ONE NIGHT STAND: “PORTRAIT OF DELLA REESE”** (SYNDICATED, 1959)

**ONE NIGHT STAND: WITH WOODY HERMAN** (SYNDICATED, 1959)

**OPEN END: WITH SECRETARY OF STATE DEAN RUSK** (SYNDICATED, 4/1966)

**OPEN END: “HARLEM TEENAGERS”** (SYNDICATED, 1966)

**OPEN END: “JERRY LEWIS UNCENSORED,” PARTS 1 & 2** (SYNDICATED, 9/26/65 & 10/3/65)

**OPEN END: “THIS YEAR ON BROADWAY”** (SYNDICATED, 1959)

**OPEN END: “WHO’S TRYING TO KILL THE NIGHTCLUB BUSINESS?”** (SYNDICATED, 1964)

**OPEN FOR DISCUSSION: “SKID ROW”** (SYNDICATED, 11/21/65)

**OPEN LINE** (WTOP, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1967)

**THE OTHER WASHINGTON** (WRC, WASHINGTON, DC, 5/31/67)

**OUT OF THE SHADOWS** (KNBC, LOS ANGELES, 6/26/70)
PASSAIC... THE BIRTHPLACE OF TELEVISION & THE DUMONT STORY (DUMONT, 1951)

PASSWORD (ABC, 9/28/73)

PAUL LYNDE AT THE MOVIES (ABC, 3/24/79)

THE PERRY COMO SHOW (NBC, 12/22/56)

PERSPECTIVE: “JOURNEY TO A PINE BOX” (WRC, WASHINGTON, DC, 8/16/69)

THE PIED PIPER OF ASTROWORLD (ABC, 12/28/68)

PLAY OF THE WEEK: “ARCHIE AND MEHITABEL” (SYNDICATED, 5/16/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “BACK TO BACK” (SYNDICATED, 11/2/59)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “BLACK MONDAY” (SYNDICATED, 1/16/61)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “BURNING BRIGHT” (SYNDICATED, 10/26/59)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “THE CHERRY ORCHARD” (SYNDICATED, 12/28/59)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “CLIMATE OF EDEN” (SYNDICATED, 2/29/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “FOUR BY TENNESSEE” (SYNDICATED, 2/1/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “THE GRASS HARP” (SYNDICATED, 3/28/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “IN A GARDEN” (SYNDICATED, 4/10/61)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK” (SYNDICATED, 2/1/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “THE MASTER BUILDER” (SYNDICATED, 3/21/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY” (SYNDICATED, 11/9/59)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “NIGHT OF THE AUK” (SYNDICATED, 5/2/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “THE OLD FOOLISHNESS” (SYNDICATED, 3/6/61)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “THE POWER AND THE GLORY” (SYNDICATED, 10/19/59)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “RASHOMON” (SYNDICATED, 12/12/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “SIMPLY HEAVENLY” (SYNDICATED, 12/7/59)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “STRINDBERG ON LOVE” (SYNDICATED, 1/25/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “TWO BY SAROYAN” (SYNDICATED, 11/7/60)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “WAITING FOR GODOT” (SYNDICATED, 4/3/61)
PLAY OF THE WEEK: “THE WORLD OF SHOLEM ALEICHEM” (SYNDICATED, 12/14/59)

PLAYHOUSE 90 “THE NUTCRACKER” (CBS, 12/25/58)

THE POLITICS AND COMEDY OF WOODY ALLEN (PBS, 2/21/72)

PONTIAC STAR PARADE: “SPIRIT OF THE ALAMO” (ABC, 11/14/60)

POTPOURRI (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 3/11/68)

PRESENTE: “HARVEST OF SHAME REVISITED” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1981)

PROLOGUE TO THE PAST (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 8/8/74)
R

RAPID TRANSIT, MASS CONFUSION (KNBC, LOS ANGELES, 5/16/67)
RALPH STORY’S A.M. SHOW: COMPILATION FOR LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 1971)
RALPH STORY’S A.M. SHOW: COMPILATION FOR LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 1972)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #48 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1/26/65)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #56 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 3/23/65)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #84 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 11/21/65)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #89 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 12/26/65)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #95 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 2/6/66)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #99 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 3/6/66)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #112 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 6/5/66)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #113 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 6/12/66)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #122 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/2/66)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #126 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/30/66)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #127 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 11/6/66)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #146 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 3/26/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #147 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 4/16/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #151 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 5/20/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #156 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 6/17/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #163 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 9/17/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #164 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 9/24/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #165 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/1/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #166 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/8/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #171 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 11/12/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #174 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 12/3/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #175 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 12/16/67)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #184 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 2/11/68)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #187 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 3/3/68)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #188 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 3/10/68)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #201 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 7/14/68)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #205 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 9/22/68)
RALPH STORY’S LOS ANGELES: SHOW #216 (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 12/8/68)
THE RAPE OF PAULETTE (WBBM, CHICAGO, 5/23/74)
RAPE (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1972)
REBELS WITH A CAUSE (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 12/11/66)
THE RED SKELETON SHOW (CBS, 9/29/59)

REFLECCIONES: COMPILATION FOR LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 1973)

REMEMBER HOW GREAT (NBC, 2/9/61)

REPERTOIRE WORKSHOP: “EDWIN BOOTH” (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 8/8/65 and 8/15/65)

REPERTORY THEATRE, USA: “DON JUAN IN HELL” (SYNDICATED, 4/14/65)

THE REVLOK REVUE: “MAURICE CHEVALIER” (CBS, 2/4/60)

THE RICH LITTLE SHOW (NBC, 9/3/75)

RICHARD M. NIXON AND NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV: “KITCHEN DEBATE,” UNITED STATES EXHIBITION HALL, INTERNATIONAL TRADE EXPOSITION, MOSCOW (7/24/59)

THE RICHARD PRYOR SPECIAL? (NBC, 5/5/77)

THE ROBERT K. DORNAN SHOW: WITH ATTORNEY GENERAL JOHN MITCHELL (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 10/17/71)

THE ROBERT K. DORNAN SHOW: WITH VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO T. AGNEW (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 7/25/70)

THE ROBERT KLEIN SHOW (NBC, 5/29/81)

ROBERT MONTGOMERY PRESENTS THE JOHNSON’S WAX PROGRAM: “HARVEST” (NBC, 11/23/53)

ROD SERLING’S WONDERFUL WORLD OF...: “PROPAGANDA” (KXNT, LOS ANGELES, 3/8/70)

RONA BARRETT’S HOLLYWOOD: PILOT (1964)

THE ROSEY GRIER SHOW: SHOW #9-68 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 7/27/68)

THE ROSEY GRIER SHOW: SHOW #17-68 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 9/21/68)

THE ROSEY GRIER SHOW: SHOW #18-68 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 9/28/68)

THE ROSEY GRIER SHOW: SHOW #39 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 2/22/69)

THE ROSEY GRIER SHOW: SHOW #42-69 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 10/18/69)

THE ROSEY GRIER SHOW: SHOW #86 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 3/28/70)

THE ROSEY GRIER SHOW: SHOW #107 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 1970)

THE ROWAN AND MARTIN SHOW: PILOT (KGO, SAN FRANCISCO, 1964)

S

SALUTE TO KCET/28: “DEDICATION DINNER, BEVERLY HILTON HOTEL” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1/29/65)

SALUTE TO KCET/28: “DEDICATION PRESENTATION” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1/28/65)

THE SAM YORTY SHOW: WITH RICHARD M. NIXON (KHJ, LOS ANGELES, 12/17/67)

SAUCEPANS AND THE SINGLE GIRL: WITH MICHELE LEE (1968)

SAUCEPANS AND THE SINGLE GIRL: WITH TOM SMOOTHERS (1968)

SHAKESPEARE LOVES REMBRANDT: PILOT (NBC, 6/12/74)

SIXTY MINUTES: “AGNEW AND THE PRESS” (CBS, 11/25/69)

THE SMOOTHERS BROTHERS COMEDY HOUR: EXCERPT. ELAINE MAY/ TOM SMOOTHERS
CENSORSHIP SKETCH: DRESS REHEARSAL & AIR (CBS, 4/9/67)

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS COMEDY HOUR: EXCERPT. PETE SEEGER SINGING "BIG MUDDY" (CBS, 3/2/69)

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS SHOW: SHOW #10 (NBC, 5/19/75)

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS SHOW: SHOW #13 (NBC, 4/28/75)

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS SUMMER SHOW: SHOW #7 (ABC, 7/8/70)

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS SUMMER SHOW: SHOW #2 (ABC, 7/15/70)

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS SUMMER SHOW: SHOW #9 (ABC, 9/2/70)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: ANDY GRIFFITH INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: BEULAH BONDI INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: CONRAD NAGEL INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: HAROLD LLOYD INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: HOAGY CARMICHAEL INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: JANE RUSSELL INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: MAX STEINER INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: PAUL FORD INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: RAY BOLGER INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: RICARDO MONTALBAN INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: RUTH WARRICK INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)

SOCIAL SECURITY IN ACTION: VANCE COLVIG INTERVIEW (SYNDICATED, 1965)


THE SONNY AND CHER COMEDY HOUR: SHOW #0312 (CBS, 12/5/73)

THE SPECIAL GENTRY TWO (Syndicated, 7/71)

A SPECIAL SESAME STREET CHRISTMAS (PBS, 12/8/78)

SPECULATION: “A CONVERSATION WITH ALFRED HITCHCOCK” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 12/10/69)

SPECULATION: “A CONVERSATION WITH DALTON TRUMBO” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 12/10/70)

SPECULATION: “A CONVERSATION WITH ED KIENHOLZ” (SYNDICATED, 5/6/71)

SPECULATION: “A CONVERSATION WITH ED KIENHOLZ AND CLAES OLDENBURG” (SYNDICATED, 3/24/70)

SPECULATION: “A CONVERSATION WITH GROUCHO MARX” (SYNDICATED, 8/25/67)

THE SPLIT IMAGE (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 4/15/63)

SPOON RIVER (RKO GENERAL SUBSCRIPTION TV, 11/4/63; ACT 1 and INTERMISSION DISCUSSION)

SPOON RIVER (CBS, 4/21/69; DRESS REHEARSAL)

STAND UP FOR AMERICA (1964)

STANDARD TV NEWS ROUNDUP (WOWT, OMAHA, 1/17/62)

STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 7/30/56)

STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 4/8/57)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 3/31/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 4/7/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 4/21/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 5/26/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 6/2/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 6/9/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 7/28/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 8/4/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 9/1/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 10/6/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 10/13/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 10/20/58)
STARS OF JAZZ (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 12/15/58)
STELLA ADLER AND THE ACTOR (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 7/13/64)
STEREOSCOPE: “DR. LORIENE CHASE INTERVIEWS LINDA LOVELACE” (1973)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 6/29/62)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 8/20/62)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 8/21/62)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 8/24/62)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 10/19/62)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 11/6/62)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/27/63)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/29/63)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 4/3/63)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 11/21/63)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 12/5/63)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 12/20/63)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 1/21/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 1/31/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/6/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/10/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/13/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/17/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 4/8/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 6/2/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 6/12/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/16/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/18/64)
**THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 9/21/64)
**THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 9/22/64)
**THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 9/25/64)
**THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 10/16/64)
**THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 7/22/69)
**THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW** (SYNDICATED, 8/6/69)
**STOREFRONT:** “SOUL RADIO AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY” (KCET, 1973)
**SUPER VISION:** TALES OF TELEVISION: “BIRTH ON AN INDUSTRY” (PBS, 11/4/76)

**T**

**THE T.A.M.I. SHOW: NINE YEARS LATER** (PBS, 3/28/73)
**T.J.’S: PILOT** (ABC, 1965)
**TALK BACK: SHOW #18** (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 10/10/64)
**TALK BACK: SHOW #25** (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 12/19/64)
**TEACHING FOR RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR:** “AN INTRODUCTION” (1977)
**TEMPO:** COMPILATION FOR LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KHJ, LOS ANGELES, 1968)
**TEMPO:** COMPILATION FOR LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KHJ, LOS ANGELES, 1970)
**THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT: 50 YEARS OF MGM** (ABC, 5/29/74)
**THIS IS YOUR LIFE:** “HANNA BLOCH KOHNER” (NBC, 5/27/53)
**THIS IS YOUR LIFE:** “ILSE STANLEY” (NBC, 11/2/55)
**THIS IS YOUR LIFE:** “SARA VEFFER” (NBC, 3/19/61)
**A TAOST TO JEROME KERN** (NBC, 9/22/59)
**THE TOMMY BANKS SHOW: EXCERPT. WITH FRANKIE HOWARD** (CBC, 1972)
**TONY McBRISE** (KDKA, PITTSBURGH, 9/5/67)
**TORCH TIME 1963: EXCERPTS** (WTAE, PITTSBURGH, 1963)
**TURN ON: SHOW #2** (ABC, 1969)
**TVTV LOOKS AT THE OSCARS** (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1977)

**U**

**THE UNHAPPY HUNTING GROUND REVISITED** (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/2/77)
**THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR:** “THE BIG LAUGH” (CBS, 1/24/62)
**THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR:** “THE BITTER SEX” (CBS, 1/27/61)
**THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR:** “DON’T SHAKE THE FAMILY TREE” (CBS, 5/15/63)
**THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR:** “FAR FROM THE SHADE TREE” (CBS, 1/10/62)
**THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR:** “FAREWELL TO INNOCENCE” (CBS, 11/28/62)
**THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR:** “THE GOLDEN THIRTY” (CBS, 8/9/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE INNER PANIC” (CBS, 9/12/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “LITTLE TIN GOD” (CBS, 4/22/59)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE OTHER WOMAN” (CBS, 5/15/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “MALE CALL” (CBS, 8/8/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “A MAN FOR OONA” (CBS, 5/2/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “MAN ON A MOUNTAINTOP” (CBS, 11/15/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE MAN WHO KNEW TOMORROW” (CBS, 9/21/60)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “OPERATION NORTHSTAR” (CBS, 12/28/60)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE PERFECT ACCIDENT” (CBS, 2/21/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “QUEEN OF THE ORANGE BOWL” (CBS, 1/13/60)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE SECRETS OF STELLA CROZIER” (CBS, 3/20/63)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “SHADOW OF A PALE HORSE” (CBS, 7/20/60)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE SHAME OF PAULA MARSTEN” (CBS, 4/19/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “SUMMER RHAPSODY” (CBS, 5/3/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE TWO WORLDS OF CHARLIE GORDON” (CBS, 2/22/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “WANTED: SOMEONE INNOCENT” (CBS, 10/17/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “WATCHING OUT FOR DULIE” (CBS, 7/12/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “WELCOME HOME” (CBS, 3/22/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “WOMAN ACROSS THE HALL” (CBS, 8/23/61)

V, W, Y, Z

VENICE: A NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIAL (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1973)
THE VERY PERSONAL DEATH OF ELIZABETH SCHELL HOLT-HARTFORD (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1972)
VIETNAM: THE VILLAGE WAR (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 8/14/66)
VISIONS: “EL CORRIDO” (PBS, 11/4/76)
WE TWO: PILOT (CBS, 1972)
WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT, WORLD?: SHOW #1 (ABC, 2/6/69)
WHAT’S MY LINE? (CBS, 9/7/58)
WHY IS IT SO?: “THE PROPERTIES OF MOVING AIR” (1968)
WHY IS IT SO?: “THE PUSH OF THE QUIET AIR” (1968)
WHY ME? (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 5/13/74)
THE WIZARDRY OF OZ (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 8/20/79)
WRANGLER: “INCIDENT AT THE BAR M” (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 8/4/60)
YO SOY CHICANO (PBS, 8/14/72)
ZENITH PRESENTS TELEVISION’S 25TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL (ABC, 9/10/72)
THE ZSA ZSA GABOR SHOW (KCOP, LOS ANGELES, 1969)